(1916)
POOR BUTTERFLY

Piano
1\textsuperscript{st} Sax. E-flat Alto
2\textsuperscript{nd} Sax. B-flat Tenor
3\textsuperscript{rd} Sax. E-flat Alto
1\textsuperscript{st} Trumpet in B-flat
2\textsuperscript{nd} Trumpet in B-flat
Trombone
1\textsuperscript{st} Violin
Bass
Banjo
Drums

Notes
The Piano part includes lyrics, some cues, and the melody written as cue notes.
The two Alto Saxes also double on B-flat Clarinet in a middle section, although this is optional since pitches are written for both Sax and Clarinet in the affected section.
The 1\textsuperscript{st} Violin part is divided into two and sometimes three parts. It can also double as a leader/conductor’s score as it includes lyrics and cues for other instruments. It is from some of these cues that it becomes apparent that this set is missing a Cello part.
The Drum part also includes lyrics, plus parts for Gong and Bells.
Set includes cover art, which includes the warning, “This orchestration cannot be sold or used outside of the U.S. and Canada.”

Lyrics
Poor Butterfly!’neath the blossoms waiting
Poor Butterfly! For she loved him so.
The moments pass into hours
The hours pass into years
And as she smiles through her tears,
She murmurs low,
The moon and I know that he be faithful,
I’m sure he come to me bye and bye.
But if he don’t come back
Then I never sigh or cry
I just mus’ die
Poor Butterfly.
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smiles through her tears,  She murmurs low,

The moon and

to me bye and bye.

I know that he be faithful,  I'm sure he

he don't come back  Then I never

sigh or cry  I just must

die.  Poor butterfly.  Poor butterfly.
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Slowly

Vocal Chor. 2nd time

fly! hear the blossoms waiting Poor But - ter -

fly! for she loved him so. The moments

pass into hours The hours pass into years And as she

smiles through her tears, She murmurs low, The moon and

I know that he be faithful, I'm sure he
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